
 
    

Are we living in the end times? Is it possible that the 
players depicted in the book of Revelation could be 
out in force today? And if they are, would you know 
how to recognize them? 

In Agents of the Apocalypse, noted prophecy 
expert Dr David Jeremiah does what no prophecy 
expert has done before. He explores the book of 
Revelation through the lens of its major players – the 
exiled, the martyrs, the elders, the victor, the king, the 
judge, the 144,000, the witnesses, the false prophet, 
and the beast. 

One by one, Dr Jeremiah delves into their 
individual personalities and motives, and the role that 
each plays in biblical prophecy. Then he provides 
readers with the critical clues and information needed 
to recognize their presence and power in the world 
today. 

The stage is set, and the curtain is about to rise on 
Earth’s final act. Will you be ready? 
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In Agents of the Apocalypse, noted prophecy expert Dr David Jeremiah does what no prophecy expert has 
done before. He explores the book of Revelation through the lens of its major players – the exiled, the 
martyrs, the elders, the victor, the king, the judge, the 144,000, the witnesses, the false prophet, and the 
beast. Agents of the Apocalypse provides readers with the critical clues and information needed to 
recognize these major players’ presence and power in the world today. 
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